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had fought for her liberty and her religion and she had
succeeded; Marlborough had written that if France was
victorious, " we should not only lose our liberty but our
religion also must be forced n;1 in defeating France he had
saved Liberty and Protestantism.
England had defended the Revolutionary Settlement, and
now she forced Louis to recognise the Hanoverian Succession, the Revoiu-
By maintaining the Act of Settlement, she continued the tlon'
exile of the Stewarts and the exclusion of French influence
from English policy. The rights of Parliament and the
power of the moneyed classes were secured. The war created
a greater number of posts in the services, fresh calls for naval
and military supplies, and new opportunities for the profit-
able investment of capital in Government funds. All these
were rewards for those who could secure office. The war
had therefore strengthened the adherence of the investors
to the Revolutionary Settlement and deepened their hostility
to the Stewarts and to France.
England had also fought for her trade, her control of the guarantees
Mediterranean, and her position in the New World. She commercial
now secured the Assiento—the right to supply Spanish positloll<
America with slaves—the abolition of all French preference
in Spanish trade, and the cession of the Hudson Bay Terri-
tory and of Nova Scotia. The promise of the demolition
of Dunkirk fortifications was intended to establish English
control of the Narrow Seas; the acquisition of Gibraltar
and of Port Mahon guaranteed her position in the Mediter-
ranean and the security of her trade with the Levant; and
the control of the Netherlands by Austria satisfied the
demands of England's Rhine commerce. The independence
of the Netherlands was essential to England's trade with
Central Europe, for it controlled the routes to Germany,
Britain's best market for woollen and East Indian goods,2
The Assiento Treaty was welcomed by the mercantile interests.
The French attempt to exclude English merchants from
trading with Spanish America was defeated and a strictly
1	Marlborough  to  the  Duchess,   June   10,   1703.   Cited  from
Trevelyan, Select Documents, p. 155.
2	Dietz, Political and Social History of England,

